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Introduction 

Count of literature in the biomedical databases is growing at a double-exponential pace; manual extraction 

of such relevant literature in a structured format is a highly laborious and time-consuming. Therefore, 

there is a tenacious need to assist the retrieval of scientific information with automated text mining tools. 

Here, we engineered “e-scider” (e-scientific data fetcher), a text-mining application to obtain the most 

relevant literature from PubMed database. e-scider provides an interactive user-friendly platform that 

enables users to retrieve and analyze information in various customized ways.  As like PubMed, it assists 

the retrieval of article information like title, author(s) name, and abstract with highlighted query word. 

One of the most distinctive features of e-scider is to allow field-wise extraction of articles pertaining to 

various scopes of journals. Illustrating the current scenario of the field, it provides graphical 

representations of publication count in each journal, year and country for the given query. It also prioritizes 

the retrieved articles based on relevancy scores and categorized them into most, moderate and less relevant 

articles. Moreover, it enables users to download multiple full-text articles in a single platform for the given 

query. Thus, e-scider is an easy to use tool that aid in literature survey for the pre-stage researcher. The 

entire information was made available online where the user can access the data and downloads the results 

for future offline reading. 

Availability: e-Scider and its manual can be freely accessible at http://14.139.57.41/e-scider/ 

Keywords: PubMed, e-scider, literature, extraction. 

 

All required files are available @ http://14.139.57.41/e-scider/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.niper.ac.in/pi_tools/e-scider/
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Home Screen 
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Browse Screen 

 

Fig 1. Home Screen 

 

There is global panel just below the navigation bar. To get the number of records available for the topic 

of interest. Enter keyword “hPXR” at upper horizontal input field and click Search button. 

(hPXR: human Pregnan X Receptor is a protein) 
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Fig 2.  Showing number of articles for the given keyword “hPXR” 

 

 

 

Now click on evaluate button to get publication trend for hPXR journal-wise, year-wise, country-wise. 
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Fig 3. Journal-wise number of publications for the keyword “hPXR” 

 

 

 

 

 

               

Fig 4. Year-wise number of publications for the keyword “hPXR” 
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Fig 5. Country-wise number of publications for the keyword “hPXR” 

 

 

Click on “Batch operations for paid and free articles” bar to open “Algorithm based retrieval” panel 

Algorithm panel', needs two separate text files containing keywords against which articles are required to 

fetch as inputs. It implements data mining algorithm in order to prioritize the retrieved articles in most, 

moderate and less read categories. 

 

Fig 6. “Algorithm based retrieval” panel 
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Browse two text files file1 and file2 containing the keyword for the retrieval of articles 

 

 

Fig 7. Browsed files 

Then click “Find” button 

 

Fig 8. Showing result page for algorithm tab 
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Click on “Export Results” button to export all results in excel sheet for further offline reading 

 

 

Fig 9. Showing saving panel for results 

 

 

Fig 10. Excel sheet containing results from algorithm panel 
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To get articles category/scope wise, journal wise, year wise Click on “Paid articles with information 

like Title, Abstract etc…” bar to open panel which contains three buttons “All articles”, “Article 

Journal & Year wise”, “Articles in between years”. 

Click on “All articles” button to open panel; enter key word and select category  

 

Fig 11. All articles panel 

 

Then click “Extract Knowledge” button to get results containing article information. 

Click “Articles Journal & Year wise” button to open panel and enter information like keyword, name 

of journal, number of records to be fetch and year. 
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Fig 12. Articles Journal & Year wise 

User can also Click “Articles in between years” button to get required articles in between years for the 

given keyword e.g. from 2010 to 2016. 

 

Fig 13. Articles in between years 
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Click extract knowledge button to get records 

 

 

Fig 14. Results for articles in between years 

 

Then click on Analyze button to get publication trend for given key word. 

To get freely available full text articles in pdf format, click on “Free full text articles in pdf” bar.  

It is used to fetch multiple full-text articles in pdf format for the user given keyword in a single click 

downloadable in zip folder. The search can be further customized with the options like; 1) date & relevance 

wise: where user has to enter keyword, number of articles to be required and select retrieval method date 

wise or relevance wise. 
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Fig 15. Articles date & relevance wise 

 

2) In between years: helps to retrieve articles publish in between years (e.g. from 2012 to 2016) 

 

Fig 15. Articles date & relevance wise 
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Fig 16. Contact us page 

 

 

 

 


